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According to Manuel Johnson, vice chairman of the Federal Reserve, the US dollar has already
been sufficiently devalued to restore the competitiveness of US products in world markets. The
Fed official said that applying artificial pressure to move the dollar to even lower levels for the
purpose of an instant trade deficit remedy, could instead destabilize capital markets and thus, be
extremely counterproductive. Johnson's remarks were delivered in an Oct. 19 speech to a conference
in Washington on international investments organized by the American Stock Exchange. According
to Johnson, in the past year the US trade balance has experienced a substantial improvement in
volume terms, result of dollar devaluation. The expected export recuperation, he said, occurred
in sectors most dependent on foreign trade. Next, Johnson pointed out that the export growth
registered in the past year corresponded to a third of the increase in gross national product in the
same period. He added that further improvements are expected in the next quarter and beyond.
The major objective regarding the trade deficit, said Johnson, must be to reduce it to a volume that
is "internationally acceptable in financial terms," rather than to eliminate it entirely. He pointed
out that it will take time to reduce the deficit via certain reliable means such as increasing the
productivity of US labor. In this context, the Fed official warned that further dollar devaluation to
accelerate trade deficit reductions, runs the risk of disturbing capital inflows, which the US requires
at the current time. Johnson said that the agreement to reduce trade imbalances among the principal
industrialized countries the Louvre agreement has been successful in maintaining stability in 1987.
However, he added, the value of the dollar could suffer from fears of a resurgence in inflation, or
exaggerated restrictions imposed by central banks in other countries. Johnson declared that inflation
in the United States appears to be under control. The major indicators, he added, such as labor
unit costs do not demonstrate any sign of an upward tendency, nor do petroleum prices which
contributed to accelerating inflation earlier this year.
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